
Day Two 
Jim Crow: Racism by Law 
Part 1: Tricky phrases and words 

 Read these phrases and words out loud to your partner. 

There was no more legal slavery  

There were even more unwritten rules 

Black people had to always be careful 

because it was dangerous to break them 

would destroy a Black person’s home or business 

Civil SIV | uhl  

businesses  BIZ | nih | siz  

governments GUHV | urn | mintz  

quality KWAL | uh | tee

Circle the base words in the longer words below. The base is a word part that shows 
the core meaning. The first one is done for you. 

 racis t   s lavery    unwri t ten 

 careful   respectful ly   dangerous 

Decoding practice:
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Name: 



The United States has a history of racist laws. During slavery, African Americans had very

few rights. After the Civil War, life got better for African Americans. There was no more legal

slavery. African Americans could vote and start businesses. But local governments soon 44

passed new and racist laws. These were called Jim Crow laws. 55

Jim Crow laws worked to keep Black people separate from White people. There were 69

separate schools and separate restaurants. There were separate hospitals and even separate 81

water fountains. Black people paid the same taxes. But they did not get the same services. 97

For example, schools for Black students were not as good quality. 108

Both the North and the South had these kinds of laws. But things in the South were usually 126

much worse for African Americans. There were even more unwritten rules in the South. 140

White people used these rules to keep Black people down. Black people had to always be 156

careful how they treated White people. They had to step out of the way on the sidewalk. They 174

had to speak very respectfully, even to White children. Imagine a grown woman saying “Yes, 189

sir” to a little boy! 194

African Americans followed these rules because it was dangerous to break them. Some White 208

people would destroy a Black person’s home or business if they broke these rules. Black 223

people were beaten and even killed for breaking these rules. 233

Day Two                  // one minute 

Jim Crow: Racism by Law 
Part 2: Last read             WPM ___________

Part 3: Comprehension and discu"ion
Can you think of an example of an unwritten rule in your school or family?  

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

Share your ideas with your partner. Write your partner’s ideas here. 

____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________
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